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Youth Graphic Novels available on BARD
WHITE BIRD: WONDER STORY by R. J. Palacio
DB 102135
When Grandmère recounts her childhood to Julian, she reveals that as a
Jewish girl she was hidden by a family in a Nazi-occupied French village
where she found a special friendship. Full-cast audio adaptation of the
graphic novel. Companion to Auggie & Me (DB 93356). Includes
supplementary material. Commercial audiobook. Sydney Taylor Book
Award. For grades 4-7. 2019.
SAMURAI SANTA: A VERY NINJA CHRISTMAS by Rubin Pingk
DBC14821
A young ninja wants a snowball fight for Christmas, and he just might
get his holiday wish in this picture book with graphic novel inspired
illustrations that celebrate the spirit of giving, Samurai style. 2015. For
grades K-3.
MARCH TRILOGY by John Lewis and Andrew Aydin
DB 87098
Graphic novel trilogy, written between 2013 and 2016, traces
Congressman John Lewis’s firsthand account of the civil rights
movement, from his first meeting with Martin Luther King Jr. to his
commitment to nonviolent demonstrations to end segregation. Coretta
Scott King Award. For junior and senior high and older readers. 2016.
JUST ROLL WITH IT by Lee Durfey-Lavoie
DB 106070
Maggie, who struggles with anxiety and OCD, gets through her first year
of middle school by making friends, finding the best after-school clubs,
and using her twenty-sided dice to help her make decisions. Adapted
from the graphic novel. Commercial audiobook. For grades 3-6. 2021.
UNLIKELY FRIENDS by Norm Feuti
DB 106956 (in process)
Ally, an alligator, is perfectly happy being alone until a noisy bird named
Beak lands on her snout one day. Much to Ally’s annoyance, this chatty
bird likes to sing all the time and builds a new nest nearby. Even worse,
he insists that he and Ally will be best friends. For grades K-3. 2021.

BEDTIME JITTERS by Norm Feuti
DB 107305 (in process)
With weird swamp noises swirling around him, Beak the bird cannot get
any sleep until his friend Ally the alligator shows him where the racket is
coming from. For grades K-3. 2021.
PEANUT BUTTER AND JELLY by Ben Clanton
DB 100817
Zany escapades featuring a cheerful narwhal and a cynical jellyfish. In
one adventure Narwhal learns all about the delights of peanut butter
cookies from Jelly. Commercial audiobook. For grades K-3. 2018.
Operation Frog Effect by Sarah Scheerger
DB 93862
Ms. Graham’s fifth-grade class wants to promote change in the world!
But when some of the students take an assignment too far, they must
take responsibility for their actions and unite for a cause they all believe
in. Commercial audiobook. For grades 3-6. 2019.
The Last Kids on Earth and the Nightmare King by Max Brallier
DB 92530
Happy with their current situation, Jack tries to convince his friends to
stay with him instead of searching for survivors of the monster
apocalypse. Sequel to The Last Kids on Earth and the Zombie Parade
(DB 90140). Commercial audiobook. For grades 3-6. 2017.

